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The Day After Tomorrow and the Next day!
1894 Christmas Day
New Zealanders: Muriel & Peter Graham, Tom Fyfe 1913
on the summit of Mt Cook (Aoraki) 3,754m (12,315 feet)

Pioneers of the ‘do it Kiwi Culture’
The Pose
Access into the New Zealand mountains.
Access to the New Zealand Outdoors vs. time?
What's the access into the New Zealand mountains like?
Things you can't photograph in Antarctica

Andy Thompson
Overall Aspects

Travel to Antarctica
Antarctica Deep Field
Antarctica Weather
Antarctica Science
Antarctica Working
Antarctica Living
Antarctica Travel
Travel from Antarctica
Hard to photograph!

Waiting
New Friendships
Franticness
Dry Air
The whole view at once.
Uncertainty
Discovering Cool Rocks
Geologists hammering in the Distance
Hard to photograph!

Radio Banter, Internal Banter, Science Banter
Distance
Feelings of Isolation
Small Flying Snow Crystals
Weight of responsibility for other lives
Fern Quakes
Missing Loved Ones
Heavy Breathing at Altitude & Cold
Saying Goodbye
Video – Heli Take Off Video – Fan it man
Video – Ridge Walk Wind Commentary –
Try some ice?
Back from the simple routines to the complications of Life… it's time to adjust!…. And now…